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The University of Arizona School of Theatre, Film & Television Boasts Two Alumni 
in Top 50 List of Future Leaders in Film Sales & Acquisitions 

 TUCSON, ARIZONA – BA 2006 Film & Television 
alum, Christine D’Souza, & MA 2003 Film & Television alum, 
Yuuki Matsuzawa, both from The University of Arizona, are 
among the Top 50 Leaders in Film Sales & Acquisitions, 
according to Screen International at Cannes.  

Screen International (screendaily.com) posts breaking 
film news, the latest film reviews & reports from film festivals & 
film awards around the world.  

“Buyers & sellers working in the trenches at Cannes” 
were the focus of a recent, 13-page article featuring the Top 50 
Leaders.  These are the younger executives who take meetings, see screenings & 
frequently close the sales deals.  Screen International researchers & writers contacted company chiefs & current 
leaders in the field & asked who they thought was on the rise. The article reads, “Sellers selected their own 
staff, young buyers who impressed them & other young sales executives.  Buyers selected young sales, 
marketing & business affairs execs, some of their own staff, or buyers in other territories whose performance 
they rate.”  In other words, the list was created based on unscientific methods – good experiences, strong 
reputations & word-of-mouth. The article went on to explain that the intent was to shine a light on the highly 
skilled & often uncredited base of young talent in the independent world – not to offend or exclude anyone. The 
researchers & writers plan to do another focus on another market, but for now, The UA School of Theatre, Film 
& Television can brag about the graduates it turns out. 

Christine D’Souza began as an intern for Jerry Bruckheimer Films 
(Bruckheimer is also a UA Film & Television alum) after she graduated from The 
UA & then became an assistant at Paradigm Talent Agency.  She then worked at 
Katapult Film Sales in international sales at T&C Pictures, handling such films as 
Black Dynamite & Teenage Paparazzo. D’Souza joined Preferred Content to 
handle acquisition, sales & financing of the project slate; also served as U.S.-based 
acquisitions consultant for Icon Entertainment International in 2011. 

“Growing up, I was fascinated by the film industry,” D’Souza said. “As 
sales coordinator at Katapult Films, I learned the indie film financing & 
international sales process & was hooked.” 

Yuuki Matsuzawa joined Presidio Corporation as senior vice president 
after earning his master’s degree from The UA.  In the summer of 2010, 
Matsuzawa became head of international at Parco Co., Ltd.  

 “Presidio Corporation gave me my very first opportunity,” said 
Matsuzawa. My mentors are Yasutaka Hanada of Presidio, who inspired my 
professional aspirations with the business values he demanded, & Tetsu Negami 
of The Klockworx, who has provided me with the motivation &, when needed, the guidance in starting up & 
maintaining a foreign film operation at my current position at Parco.” 

Special mention of another University of Arizona alum in the Top 50 List is warranted, though from a 
different department: Christian DeGallegos, who earned a BA in International Business in 2004. 
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